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Abstract: The paper addresses the issue of the achievement of the quality by robust tolerance allocation 
at the minimum cost. This model proposes an optimization model taking into account the process capabil-
ity by determining the optimal tolerance combination considering dependent variables for tolerance de-
sign. The basic idea is that product functions are combinations of part characteristics and the client view 
is a function of the overall product. This model enables the process design not only to predict scrap rate 
in accordance with the tolerances allotted, but also to minimize the total quality loss due to the depend-
ence of parts on the life-cycle of the product. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION   
 

The paper addresses the issue of the achievement of 
the quality by robust tolerance allocation at the minimum 
cost. The basic idea is that product functions are combi-
nations of part characteristics and the client view is a 
function of the overall product (not of the part character-
istics in isolation). The complex interactions between 
tolerances force to individually analyze the relationships 
between functional requirements and tolerances. A sys-
tematic procedure should define the permissible dimen-
sional and geometrical deviations, and expert knowledge 
and experience in tolerancing should help. The paper 
features the following contributions. First, QLF (Quality 
Loss Function) is defined in the multidimensional case 
taking into consideration dependent variables. Secondly, 
the QLF is decomposed into a sum of variances and cross 
products of the deviations from the arithmetical averages, 
which are obtained at each target feature for each consti-
tutive part. Data modelling is based on now well-known 
mechanisms. Part models are appropriated to the type of 
tolerance. The manufacturing results are simulated sto-
chastically on the basis of deviations of the machine-
tools, coming from basic standards. Thirdly, results en-
able to extract capable processes and to select among 
alternatives. A comparison of the part tolerance zones to 
resulting calculated deviations from the process chain 
provides first criteria for acceptance or rejection of the 
matching part tolerance - process. Alternative processes 
can be compared by an integrated estimation of the 
manufacturing effort. And fourthly, the proposed system 
is basically used to connect tolerancing modules to the 
functional, manufacturing, inspection or utilization re-
quirements. Taguchi defines quality as «the quality of the 
product is the minimum loss imparted by the product to 
the society from the time product is shipped» [1]. This 
economic loss is associated with losses due to rework, 
waste of resources during manufacturing, warranty cost, 
customer complaints and dissatisfaction, time and money 
spent by customers on failing products, and eventual loss 

of market share. The principle is very simple. When a 
performance is targeted, a variation from this target 
means a loss of quality of the system. Quality simply 
means no variability or only a very little variation on 
target performances [4] when a quality characteristic 
deviates from the target value, it causes a loss. Taguchi 
proposed to formalize the loss by a quality loss function. 

The concept of the quality loss function (QLF) uses 
the principle of the electrical engineering signal/noise 
ratio used to maximize the ratio of useful energy to 
wasted energy. In the production process there exist cer-
tain variability. We try to have no difference between the 
actual process means and the nominal values, and the 
smallest variances when the number of items is relatively 
big, i.e. a robust design. The ideal function of a design 
represents the theoretically perfect relationship between 
the expected performance of the product and the per-
formance that can be achieved. Unfortunately, many 
sources of variations increase the discrepancy between 
those two values. The quality loss function is the func-
tion characterizing this discrepancy and based on a for-
mulation of the loss for the client due to the non perfect 
realization of the product. The best design should mini-
mize this function. This minimization function is con-
strained by the cost of the manufacturing processes to be 
operated to achieve the tolerance; deviations must be 
compatible with the requested quality. In the absence of 
constraints, minimizing the Taguchi quality loss function 
would result in tolerance values equal to zero, which is 
not technological feasible. The tolerance allocation prob-
lem involves optimizing the manufacturing cost in addi-
tion to the quality cost subject to a tolerance stack up and 
other constraints 
 
2.  PREVIOUS STDUDIES 
 

A lot of work has been already done in the field. 
Zhang and Huq (1993) made a review on tolerance de-
sign, after Chase (1991) focused on tolerance analysis on 
design. Krishnaswani & Mayne (1994) proposed to op-



 

timize tolerance allocation based on manufacturing and 
quality costs. Kusiak addressed the issue of the achieve-
ment of quality by robust tolerance design in several pa-
pers. It extended the Taguchi QLF to multi-dimensional 
chains and considered discrete tolerances rather than con-
tinuous. He proposed the stochastic integer programming 
to model the relationship between manufacturing cost, 
manufacturing yield and discrete tolerances. He also pro-
posed to use the design of experiments approach to 
minimize sensitivity of tolerances to manufacturing 
process variations [5]. The assumptions needed to be 
made in his approach are: 

• The process independence law. The manufactur-
ing processes used to generate each tolerance are inde-
pendent. 

• The normal distribution law. The processes used 
to generate each tolerance follow the normal (Gaussian) 
distribution for a huge number of identical items. This 
assumption is only due to the mathematical techniques 
and does not come from the physics of the production 
even if it is generally true.  

• The value of the standard deviation ∆ of each 
process can be known previously the tolerance allocation 
made. 

Choi, Park and Salisbury (2000) developed a model 
for the allocation of statistical tolerances to part features 
to minimize the sum of machining cost and quality loss 
under alternate processes with different cost models. As-
sumption is made that the loss is an incremental cost 
from the centre of the tolerance to the tolerance limits 
since the functionality is worst at the tolerance limits 
than at the tolerance centre. It is entirely true when parts 
are addressed in isolation. But the assembly of the parts 
in a product can fit the best results even when some in-
clusive parts are tolerance-limit. It is due to the interac-
tions between parts and variables cannot reasonably be 
considered independent. Kim et al. (1999) proposed a 
heuristic algorithm to optimize the tolerance allocation 
based on the two criteria tolerance and cost. Liu and Wei 
(2000) proposed a non-linear formulation to minimize 
manufacturing loss due to non conform parts. Robust 
process tolerance can be generated based on a mix of 
both manufacturing and quality costs. Our formulation of 
the problem leans on Kusiak’s work to define the quality 
loss function in a multi-variables case and on Choi’s 
work for the models of the manufacturing costs. It rids of 
the assumptions on independent variables and symmetri-
cal distribution to address dependences among variables 
and loose distributions.  
 
 
 
 

3. A FORMULATION OF THE QLF WITH 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES TO PERFORM 
TOLERANCING 

 

Taguchi's Loss Function is a method of measuring 
quality central to Taguchi's approach to design. It estab-
lishes a financial measure of user dissatisfaction on a 
product performance deviating from a target value. Thus, 
both average performance and variation are critical 
measures of quality. The use of the QLF with dependent 
variables in the multidimensional case was proposed and 
justified [10]. The following assumptions are made as 
usual: 

a) By definition, the Quality Loss Function is zero at 
the point (a1,…, an).  
 

L (a1,…,an) = 0;                          (1) 
 

b) At the target point, the function L has a minimum, 
so it’s all first order partial derivatives at this nominal 
value vanish, 
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c) It can also be assumed that the argument x is close 
enough to the target point,  x≈a, and consequently it can 
be considered that terms of orders higher than two, are 
zero because the rest of the Taylor formula tends towards 
zero. In these conditions, the approximate formula is got: 
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Then it is natural to take the following quadratic form 
as a model for the Quality Loss Function: 
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Here (kij) denote the costs that can be determined for 
each specific case.  

Remarks: 
• If kij = 0 for each pair (i, j), i ≠ j, the model of 

Multi-Component Tolerances [5] is obtained. 
• For a given pair (i, j), the cost kij is determined by 

estimating the loss when xi deviates from ai by ∆i and xj 
deviates from aj by ∆j. 

• It is possible that losses caused by deviations have 
unequal values for the lower and upper limits respec-
tively. In other words, for a given pair of indices, kij can 
take a single value or two values, depending on the posi-
tion of the variable in regard to the target point. 

Let us suppose now that m observations of identical 
products with multiple dimensions are taken. The ex-
pected loss given by the expression of the Quality Loss 
Function for a sample of m items is defined as the arith-
metic mean of the loss, 
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Considering the observed values as outcomes of a 
random vector, risk can be computed in terms of mathe-
matical statistics. The arithmetical Quality Loss Function 
can be decomposed into the following factors: the sum of 
variances of the arithmetic mean value and the cross 
products of deviations of the empirical mean from the 
target value for every constitutive part:  
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So: 
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Value kii is determined by estimating e loss when xi 

deviates from a by ∆i. Value kij (i≠j; i, j=1, 2, 3) is deter-
mined by estimating the loss when xi and xj deviates from 
aii  and aj  by ∆i and ∆j . In the bi-dimensional cas
previous results [10] were proposed (see equation 
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4.  CASE STUDY  
 

Figure 1 shows the classical example of Forti

2222L

ni’s 
97) overrunning clutch [6] studied by many authors 

 7]. 
Let us consider that the functional condition y 

ngle. The results from a functional analysis cou-
rs’ know-how give a tolerance 

riables are dimensions x , x  et x  as 
sho

-
tiv

us consider the «optimal» 

s (and different costs implicitly) are taken into 
con

(19
[8, 9, 6,

is the 
contact a
pled with the enginee
value on y. Design va 1 2 3

wn on figure 1. The design problem consists in de-
termining the tolerance requirements ∆i on a dimension 
xi.  

Let us also consider the figures for the example: 
1) The nominal value and tolerances of angle y are 

0.144 ± 0.02 rad based on the results from the functional 
analysis and engineers’ know-how. 

2) The target vector (a1, a2, a3) = 
 4.000) 0.9000, ,17706.2( in inches, is considered as 

the designer’s wish on the three dimensions xi respec
ely. 
3) The tolerance requirements for dimensions i are: 

∆1 for a1, ∆2 for a2, ∆3 for a3. Those are the unknown of 
our synthesis problem. 

Now, the following calculation model is proposed: let 
dimensions for each compo-

nent (that implies «optimal» costs), devices with differ-
ent size

sideration.  Considering  the  values  observed  as              out 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The Fortini’s overrunning clutch. 

comes of a random vector, risk can be computed in terms 
of mathematical statistics. Deviations around the «opti-
mum» can be used to define kij. Obviously, there exist 
many other possibilities for evaluating kij. Loss caused by 
respectively unacceptable hub, roller, cage, hub and 
roller, hub and cage, cage and roller, is estimated by sta-
tistical methods [0.12, 0.2, 0.7, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4] × C, where 
C is the repairing cost (i.e. service cost, manufacturing 
cost and assembly cost, customer’s dissatisfaction).  
When value Y is not in the tolerances for giv  (x1, x2, 

3), the devices is rejected. When value Y is in the toler-
ances, the the arith-

en
x

given (x1, x2, x3) values are used for 
metical mean.  

Value kii is determined by estimating the loss when xi 
deviates from a by ∆i. Value kij (i ≠ j; i, j = 1, 2, 3) is de-
termined by estimating the loss when xi and xj deviates 
from ai and aj  by ∆i and ∆j respectively. 
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In this case, the arithmetical mean of values of Qual-

ity Loss Function is (21) using L(x1, x2, .., xn,) proposed 
for three-variable function:  
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where kij is determined by equation (9). 

Results in Table 1 are obtained from depende
ables and symmetric distribution. The overall problem 
can now be solved. What are the best manufacturing 

rocesses for the three independent parts of the overrun-
nin

 optim zation m  taking 
to account the process capability; it allows design 

process tolerances to minimize the total cost due to
the manufacturing process and the global loss c

 work piece flowing through process opera-
 be conformably 

nt vari-

p
g clutch minimizing the global cost (manufacturing 

cost + loss cost)? 
This model proposes an i odel

in
 both 

ost. In 
practice, a
tions implies that the work piece must
produced by all preceding operations. 

 
 

Table 1 
QLF for Fortini’s overrunning clutch  

with dependent variables  
 

y-yt 
system output 

0.008756 0.009889 0.0128 0.013 

∆1
(in inches) 

0.00425 0.00425 0.00485 0.006 

∆2
(in inches) 

0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 

∆3 
(in inches) 

0.00256 0.0025 0.0022 0.003 

Manufactur- 6.582112 6.82033 
ing cost ($) 

6.90069 6.6661 

L (x1, x2, x ) 
Depend
Variables 

0.016 0.0162 0.02074 0.3
ent 

0256 

Total cost 
($) 

6.5981 6.8365 6.92629 6.6917 

 



 

Obviously, it would like both the area under the cu-
mulati tandard  p ty etween the 
ran e conformance rate of each part, to be 
maxim d. It is w kno r t -
anc r the manufacturing cost. But, the overall 
object he  be o  tol s 
minimizing the total expecte of t
(u an c sa n). Criteria 
of betw rts ho od
cy

lly, process tolerances are allocated by in-
divi eers  on nal se. -
quently, tolerances are frequently underestimated or 
ove

tion and service inputs, the 
pro

tial manufacturing proc-
hat the quality loss cost is 

f the total cost. We have postu-
late

 process and quality loss. 
Lo

Proceedings of The International Society 

ineering, vol.119, pp 603-

usiak, A., (2000), Robust Tolerance Syn-
 Design of Experiments Approach, Journal 

Optimal Toler-

[6] 
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restimated from the manufacturing cost point of view. 
In addition, the cost of the loss due to tolerances combi-
nations (dependence of parts) is often neglected. Conse-
quently, a lot of production costs with respect to toler-
ances designed are unnecessarily wasted.  

Our model enables the process design not only to 
predict scrap rate in accordance with the tolerances allot-
ted, but also to minimize the total quality loss due to the 
dependence of parts on the product life-cycle. Studying 
customer, product utiliza

duct design group based on technical and manufactur-
ing constraints, derives compromise values for tolerances 
of many parts of the product. 
 
5.  CONCLUSIONS  
 

Two other approaches were illustrated based on the 
same Fortini’s example. Even if it cannot be exactly 
compared, the results are discussed here. Feng and 
Kusiak (1997) indicated that the quality cost only lightly 
impacts on the total cost, despite the fact that any shift of 
the process mean in relation to the design mean was pe-
nalized by a quadratic term.  

Choi, Park and Salisbury (2000) purposed to allocate 
optimal tolerance to each individual feature at a mini-
mum cost, considering the Taguchi loss function and 
incorporating multiple poten
esses. They also indicated t
only a small portion o

d, and demonstrated in section 4, that variables de-
pendence highly impacts on the estimated loss. Feng and 
Kusiak’s (1997) quality loss function is applied to the 
single and multicomponents tolerance synthesis with 
independent variables. In our model with dependent vari-
ables, global cost results from a global optimization 
based on both manufacturing

ss is estimated with the sensitivity of that particular 
change based on product life-cycle and customer re-
quirements. The higher the level of dependence, the more 
it’s the effect on the user satisfaction function. The gap 
between the current tolerance design solution and the 
purposed solution widens the sensitivity of that particular 
dependence changes, based on product utilization and 
customer reflection. Consequently, a potential user may 
decline the product although that particular attribute do 
not have a high importance level rating in the traditional 
approach. A compromise between conflicting interests 
occurs and dependent variable parts of the product (the 
user view)  may purchase  a product  that does    necessarily 

meet the prerequisites. In reality the customer may pur-
chase the product due to functionality and the perfection 
of design due to the dependence of the constitutive parts. 
Tolerancing aims to maintain functionality and it is done 
in this approach.  

This paper has defined a quality loss function in the 
multidimensional case taking into consideration depend-
ent variables. The method provides an efficient and sys-
tematic way to optimize product design in quality, cost 
and performance points of view. 
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